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To O ur Re a d e r s

The City of Yonkers’ Department of Planning and Development has created
this design guidebook to aid property owners, architects, landscape professionals, engineers, and developers rehabilitate existing, and build new structures in
the downtown neighborhoods of Ashburton Avenue, Ravine Avenue, Nodine
Hill, Buena Vista Avenue, and the Hollow that will compliment the existing
neighborhood’s traditional character and built environment. The guidelines are
a reference for concerned property owners who wish to privately rehabilitate their
homes and/or commercial buildings and need guidance as to the appropriate
materials and methods. However, compliance with the guidebook will be a mandatory part of any agreement to receive city administered funding to offer the
cost of rehabilitation work, or for the design and construction of any new structures. The guidelines also apply to anyone receiving city-owned or Community
Development Agency-owned property at less than the appraised value. For the
developer revitalizing large sections of a neighborhood there are also guidelines
on the location of public green spaces and their appropriate size and use.
The book contains information regarding various architectural styles that are
prevalent in each of the neighborhoods and their dominant features, such as
porches, windows, door and bay openings, eaves and cornices, and roofing and
siding materials. It provides appropriate landscape treatments for various size
yards, as well as the placement of driveways and accessory buildings like garages
and sheds. It also contains a section on how to incorporate energy efficiency
measures to make your property more sustainable.
It is the hope of the Planning and Development staff that these guidelines will
improve the quality of renovations, ensure that new buildings are appropriate
to the character of the neighborhood and assist in the revitalization of these
downtown communities while creating vibrant and healthy neighborhoods for
those who live, work, play, and visit them.
Sincerely,
Lou Kirven
Commissioner
Planning and Development
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INTRODUCTION

SECTION A

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW
The City of Yonkers can trace its origins to the mid-seventeenth century.
Geography and natural waterways established Yonkers as a focal point along
important transportation corridors. These features enabled the city to become
a significant manufacturing center during the industrial expansion of the
19th century. Several unique neighborhoods clustered around the manufacturing center: Ravine, Ashburton, Hollow, Nodine Hill, and Buena Vista.
These neighborhoods were at one time home to factory workers, managers,
and owners, living in close proximity to each other. Walking was the primary determinant of urban form. Houses and public buildings were built on
small lots resulting in dense urban settlement patterns complete with shops,
churches, public baths and schools.
With improved transportation infrastructure and modifications to the Nepperhan River (Saw Mill River), the downtown evolved from a 19th century
industrial center to a commercial center of a rapidly growing city. Mansions that once lined North Broadway in the Ashburton neighborhood were
gradually replaced by large apartment buildings. Much of the original fabric
of the Buena Vista neighborhood was demolished and replaced with large
apartment blocks.
The construction of Parkways and the rise of the automobile diminished the
role of traditional downtowns across the country and Yonkers was no exception. Although Yonkers has managed to retain much of its historic urban
core, the city suffered disinvestment during the post World War II period
of suburban growth. With increased energy costs and the desire for living in
“real places”, urban living in historic transit oriented urban neighborhoods
will increase as a market force in coming years. To remain attractive as a place
to live, these downtown neighborhoods must continue to evolve in order to
appeal to the needs of the 21st century.
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Yonkers Revitalization and Vision
Yonkers will transform itself over the next 50 years with expansion into the
Alexander Street waterfront and increased development activity in Getty
Square, Yonkers’ downtown. New housing will be a major component of
each location, close to transit, and offering a range of product types that will
appeal to a broad market segment including singles, empty nesters, young
professionals, and small families. The neighborhoods in this pattern book,
Ravine, Ashburton, Hollow, Nodine Hill and Buena Vista, are grouped
around the downtown core and will benefit from investment and development in the revitalization of the downtown area. The existing housing stock
in our neighborhoods and the opportunity for infi ll development will offer
the market place affordable, family oriented housing ownership and rental
opportunities within walking distance of the city’s core, existing institutions
and transit stations.

Image courtesy of University of New Hampshire Library Digital Collections Initiative

The purpose of this pattern book is to encourage the restoration and reuse
of Yonkers’ historic housing stock and to illustrate methods for building new
houses on vacant lots that respect the architectural patterns unique to these
neighborhoods. Each neighborhood has its own city sponsored plan for revitalization. This pattern book builds on the work of these planning efforts
and provides a strategy for infi ll development that is compatible with the
community visions.
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Planning efforts underway in 2010 will result in major improvements and expansion throughout Yonkers in coming years.
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The Yonkers House
Yonkers has been built over many generations dating from before the industrial revolution to the present. The city was built on a dramatic topography
in a dense settlement pattern. This density of development resulted in tightly
woven urban fabric of houses for single and multiple families. Yonkers’ oldest neighborhoods are a mixture of narrow, tall single-family houses, either
detached or attached, and apartment buildings of varying sizes. The oldest
apartment buildings tend to be narrow walk-ups of three or four stories with
decorative street-facing facades. More recent apartment buildings occupy
larger lots, and are served by elevators.
The plan of each neighborhood influenced the evolution of the Yonkers
house. Narrow 25-foot lots are ubiquitous and limit the ability of the house
to achieve a distinct massing. These neighborhoods are composed of narrow
buildings with continuous facades that form strong street walls. Each house
is distinguished by its unique combination of wall materials, cornices and
roofscapes, and special elements including bay windows, porches and deep
overhangs. Houses on larger lots tend to be more sculptural and expressive
of their unique architectural vocabulary.

Detached House

Duplex

New houses may be built with a primary unit and a rental unit. These can be
configured as side by side duplexes or stacked units. The rental unit provides
an income stream to help pay the mortgage and integrates rental units with
homeowner units.
Apartment houses are very common in Yonkers and remain a popular building type. Three story apartment walk-ups can be built following the traditional patterns of older buildings but with modern amenities and off-street
parking. This Pattern Book provides guidelines for how to infi ll with new
apartment construction. Larger lots allow more flexibility in the selection of
building types and configurations. With control of contiguous lots, owners
can consider several single family houses, townhouses, or larger elevatorserved apartment buildings.

Townhouse

Apartment
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1

D EFINING EL EMENT S OF T HE
YONK ERS HOUSE :

1

1 Addresses the street

» All houses, regardless of size,
are designed with beautiful
street facades. Each building
contributes to the creation of
attractive and animated streets
and pubic places.

2

2 Maintains the street wall

» Consistent lot setbacks create harmonious relationships
between neighboring houses.
3

3

3 Reflects the character of the
neighborhood

» Unique character and styles
are found in the houses of each
Downtown neighborhood.
4 Engages with the public realm

» Porches and porticoes signify
entrance and provide exterior
living space. Protruding bays
soften the division between
public and private realms.
5 Provides adequate parking
4

6

» This Pattern Book illustrates
several strategies for off-street
parking.
6 Responds to the landscape

» The house is sited to minimize
site disturbance and fit naturally
The yards are attractively landscaped to function properly and
dignify the public realm.
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How To Use These Design Guidelines
This book is intended to give the home owner or developer a context within
which to renovate their existing home, or build new construction, so that it may
fit sensitively into the neighborhood. The neighborhood context, site characteristics, and development objectives will influence a series of decisions related
to siting of the building, parking strategies, building types, and architectural
styles. This pattern book is intended as a companion document to the city codes
and is a tool to visually articulate the standards of development and restoration
expected by the city that can’t be easily understood with words only.
STEP 1

ST EP 1:

Locate your neighborhood in Section B and review neighborhood plans, opportunities, and appropriate characteristics for new construction or renovations.

Identify your neighborhood and review
restrictions and standards for site,
building, and landscape design.

» Develop an understanding of the neighborhood and their visions
for the future.

Site

» Understand the significance of your property within the context of planned
neighborhood improvements.

» Explore the predominant character and qualities of the architecture and
landscape, and site your building in a sensitive manner with relationship
to the neighborhood.

» Review the public realm requirements in order to identify elements of your
lot that may impact the streetscape.

STEP 2

ST EP 2 :

Identify the appropriate or desired building type and refer to Section C for
lot and massing requirements.

Look at requirements for your building
type.

» If residential, select the building type that is appropriate for your lot size
and needs.

» Review the site plan options including building massing, setbacks, facade
zone requirements, encroachments, parking and other special provisions.
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IF MIX ED - USE

Refer to the end of Section C to find guidelines for storefronts, signage, and
addressing the street.

If your site is mixed-use, additional
ground floor guidelines may apply.

» Follow guidelines for desired character of the ground floor of your mixeduse building.

» Review storefront treatment, composition, requirements for openings and
transparency, signage, awnings and special elements.

ST EP 3

ST EP 3 :

Choose an applicable architectural style as presented in Section D and refer
to design guidelines for that style.

Consult with Section D for guidance on
your architectural style.

» Select Victorian, Shingle, Tudor, or Colonial Revival and review the
essential characteristics of that style.

» Review the Guide for Homeowners for guidance on restoration of
existing homes.

» For new construction, guidance is provided for massing of the building
and facade composition within each style.

» Typical details are provided for porches, eaves, cornices, windows, bays,
and doors.

» Acceptable materials and colors common to the style are provided.

ST EP 4

ST EP 4 :

Review the landscape guidelines for recommendations on appropriate landscaping for your lot.

Consult with Section D for guidance on
appropriate landscape.

» Review sustainable landscape principles for your lot.
» Review a recommended landscape approach and planting zone based on
your lot size.
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